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This file contains 2 years of our interlibrary loan transactions downloaded from 
ILLiad. 
70,000+ rows, multiple fields = an ideal file for pivot tables  
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From the ribbon – Insert – PivotTable 
By default, Excel selects the full range of your data on the active worksheet, and 
places it in a new worksheet.  You can edit this. 
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This is an example of a simple pivot table: the entire table is filtered by Transaction 
Status for finished requests; Requests Types (articles and loans) are in the 
columns, and Departments are in the rows.   
 
You can add multiple row/column fields. Collapse/expand buttons appear if there 
is more than one field in the row/column drop zones. 
 
Excel automatically adds filter arrows to the Report Filter field as well as to the 
column and row headings. 
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Choices for summarizing your data (in the Value Field Settings) include: 
sum, count, minimum, maximum, and average.   
 
In this context, average is the arithmetic mean - the sum of all the numbers in a 
series divided by the count of the numbers in that series. 
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This pivot table still has a lot of data to digest – it counts borrowing requests by 
their status for both loans and articles (columns), listed by department then by 
patron status (rows).  Slicers help to quickly zero in on specifics.  
 
Slicers are a newer feature, introduced in Office 2010.  Not available in the Mac (as 
of Office 2011). 
 
From the ribbon – Insert – Slicers; then select desired fields. 
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The initial layout looks similar to the one for an empty pivot table, except there is 
an added center placeholder for the chart. The chart design tools are active in the 
ribbon. 
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The default chart isn’t very pretty, but it helps you quickly visualize your data.  
  
Can filter fields directly on the chart (changes appear in both the chart and the 
table).   
 
Right click on the chart to change chart types.   
 
More options are available in the PivotChart Tools section of the ribbon for editing 
chart format, layout etc. 
 
14 
Definitions of data visualization vary throughout the literature – for this presentation I’m 
thinking in simple terms: the act of analyzing and/or presenting data visually 
 
Visualization tools include: 
-Excel (what I primarily  use) 
-Google Spreadsheets 
-Many Eyes - http://www-958.ibm.com  (IBM online project, encourages group thinking 
about visualizations) 
-Tableau (Windows only, need the commercial version to keep your data private) 
-programming solutions such as R (open source statistical programming software) 
 and SAS ($)  
 
Today’s scope is just the tip of the iceberg for this topic: to review a selection of best 
practices and some appropriate ways to showcase your data – not exhaustive! 
I’m not covering: mapping, info graphics, math/statistical topics - but basic best 
practices for design would still apply. 
  
I’m not covering: considerations like “what question are you trying to answer?”, 
“who is your audience?”, “what story are you telling?” –  though these are critical 
things to think about in your overall activities of creating visualizations for your 
administrators and stakeholders.  
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For recommended reading about data visualization, either or both of these are 
great starting points; they were my best sources for this presentation.  
 
Edward Tufte – one of the most important thinkers in the modern field of data 
visualization. The visual display of quantitative information was originally 
published in 1986, and is a classic study on theory and practice in the design of 
data graphics. 
 
 
Stephen Few – another leading expert in the field, 25+ years experience; educator 
and consultant, founder of the company Perceptual Edge. 
His first book, Show Me the Numbers: Designing Tables and Graphs to Enlighten 
(2004; 2012) is a comprehensive and practical guide to business graphics.  
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Tufte writes a lot about graphical excellence.  At its core, “excellence begins with 
telling the truth about the data.” 
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Tufte coined the term lie factor. A factor equal to one is ideal. 
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On the left, the y-axis scale starts at zero.  Emory’s expenses are accurately 
portrayed as about 150% larger than GSU’s. 
 
On the right, the y-axis starts at 4,000,0000, which distorts the relationship of 
Georgia State’s expenses in relation to Emory’s.  In this graph, Emory’s expenses 
look approximately 4.5 times (or 350%) larger. 
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3-D effects are tempting to use to liven up your graphics, but they distort sizes and 
shapes.   
 
In this 3-D version of the bar chart from the previous slide - where do you measure 
the top?  Do you measure height from the front, back, or middle of the bars? 
 
The flat pie chart shows the proper visual relationship between percentages.  I’ve 
manipulated the 3-D version so that the second largest segment of 33% now looks 
the largest.  The smallest segment looks even smaller.  
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Be aware when you are designing charts with circles - people aren’t very good at 
judging their comparative areas.   
 
The large circle is 12x bigger: an area of 18 compared to an area of 1.5. 
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In addition to the difficulties audience members may have in perceiving circle 
sizes, sometimes comparative circles are incorrectly drawn.  Remember to 
compare the sizes of the areas, not the sizes of the diameters. 
 
On the left, diameters were drawn at 2” and 1”.  On the right, the areas equal 4” 
and 2”. 
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Presenting your graphics clearly through clean design and coherent labeling is 
another component of Tufte’s graphical excellence. 
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Tufte also coined the terms data-ink, data-ink ratio, and chartjunk.  
Data ink is the ink on the graph that represents the data. 
 
You want to maximize the data-ink ratio and minimize chartjunk. Chartjunk is 
decoration of the graphics that provides no new information about the data, i.e. 
grid lines, frames, excess tick marks, keys, vibration/shading/texture effects, 
redundant chart elements, etc. 
 
Example of what not to do: the ASERL materials expenditures chart has been 
edited to include many elements that distract the viewer from the data and 
undermine clear presentation. 
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A color palette for charts should include the basic colors and 3-5 shades of each 
hue.  
 
S. Few recommends choosing a bright/dark, light, and medium palette of the same 
hues: use light for shading larger objects (bars, boxes), medium for smaller objects 
(lines, points), and dark for highlighting, as for a particular bar (p. 344). 
 
Don’t choose colors arbitrarily – be strategic; the information you present should 
determine the colors you choose. 
 
Remember that about 10% of males and 1% of females have some form of color 
blindness.  Most common = red and green both appear brown.  Use only one of 
these, or vary intensities so that differences are distinguishable. 
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Don’t use multiple colors to represent the same kind of data.  Use the same color 
to represent the same variable – easier to focus on the data.   
 
For a multiple-bar chart, where columns are adjacent, don’t use colors on 
opposite sides of the color wheel – the contrast is distracting.  Use graduating 
shades of the same color, or colors that are close to each other on the color 
wheel. 
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This example, which grossly abuses color, shows dashboard analytics from one of 
our vendor software packages.  One chart shows titles by subscription type; the 
other shows usage by subscription type.  The journal subscription types for both 
charts include the same three categories: individual subscriptions, package core, 
and package access only. 
 
The software automatically orders the pie segments by their values, and the colors 
are always assigned in the same order.  This results in each subscription category 
being assigned a different color in each chart.  This is confusing, particularly since 
the charts are displayed side by side. 
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In this section I’ll discuss some of the most common chart types and their 
appropriate uses. 
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They aren’t as visually exciting, but tables are sometimes the most appropriate 
display method – best way to show exact values.   
 
A small table comparing 3 or 4 percentages works as well or better than a pie 
chart. 
 
One supertable is better than many bar charts if you have large amounts of data 
where you can make many different comparisons. (Tufte, p. 179) 
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Use percentages, not values, in your labeling – don’t make the user do the math. 
 
If you have more than 5-6 slices, combine smaller values into an “other” category, 
as in the chart on the right.  If you must display all categories, forgo the pie chart 
as your display method. 
 
Our eyes gravitate to the top right first.  Order slices by size (exception – put the 
“other” slice last even if it isn’t the smallest). 
 
Pie charts are disparaged by many experts, but our audiences are quite familiar 
with them.   
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Bar charts – workhorses of quantitative visualization 
 
Some background: 1st bar chart credited to William Playfair (appeared in The 
Commercial and Political Atlas, 1786).  The way we view them has changed over 
time.  Up through the early 20th century the area of the bars was the measure of 
the chart values – widths and heights could both vary.  Modern expectation is that 
the bar length measures the value [widths are uniform and evenly spaced]. 
 
Types of bar charts: horizontal, stacked, multi-bar 
The latter two are used when your variables have subcategories, e.g. graphing ILL 
transactions by department, further broken down by patron type. 
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If values have long labels, a horizontal bar chart makes your data easier to view – it 
is hard to read labels vertically or on a slant. 
 
Sort by value before plotting your chart for easier interpretation of how the values 
relate to each other. Use highlighting to mark important values. 
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If the overall totals are not critical, a multiple-bar chart is often better than a 
stacked one.   
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Also called x/y charts – another popular icon of quantitative visual analysis. 
 
These are really just bar charts where the tops of the columns are replaced by 
lines. 
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Avoid marking the dots – they are visually distracting. 
 
Keep charts to 4 or fewer lines – use an array of single line charts if you have 
multiple data series; easier to see the individual lines for comparison. 
 
Unlike bar charts, the baseline does not have to start at zero.  And many times 
they shouldn’t, as in the case of line charts measuring stock prices.  If you plot a 
range in the thousands starting at zero, small daily changes would be difficult to 
see.  If you convert your line chart to an area chart, however, you do need to start 
your baseline at zero.  In an area chart, you are measuring comparative volumes 
rather than trend lines. 
 
Line charts are vulnerable to distortion (stretching/flattening) depending on your 
increment spacing and labeling. Use natural increments like you would for 
counting: multiples of 5, 10, 100, 1000, etc. 
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One value is plotted on the y axis, the other on the x. 
 
If the points form a band moving from the bottom left to the top right of the chart, 
it indicates a positive correlation (as one value increases, so does the other). If the 
points form a band moving from the top left to the bottom right, it indicates a 
negative correlation (as one value increases, the other decreases).  
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This is a teaser slide to entice further reading: 
S. Few has a chapter that is delightfully named “silly graphs that are best 
forsaken.”  It discusses several charts to avoid, including some that are widely 
available in popular software packages, such as the donut and the radar/spider 
chart. 
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